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MRI Atlas of MS LesionsSpringer, 2007

	MRI has become the main paraclinical test in the diagnosis and management of multiple sclerosis. More than 400 pictures of different typical and atypical MS lesions are demonstrated in this atlas. Each image has a teaching point. New diagnostic criteria and differential diagnosis are discussed.
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Primer of Diagnostic Imaging: Expert Consult - Online and PrintElsevier Limited, 2018

	
		Widely known as THE survival guide for radiology residents, fellows, and junior faculty, the "purple book" provides comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of diagnostic imaging in an easy-to-read, bulleted format. Focusing on the core information you need for learning and practice, this portable resource combines...
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Combined Scintigraphic and Radiographic Diagnosis of Bone and Joint DiseasesSpringer, 2007

	The third edition of Combined Scintigraphic and Radiographic Diagnosis of Bone and Joint Diseases has been comprehensively rewritten and rearranged. It now encompasses, in addition to the bone and joint diseases described in the two earlier editions, hitherto unpublished novel applications of pinhole scanning to the diagnosis of a broader...
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The 5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult (The 5-Minute Consult Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The 5-Minute Orthopaedic Consult, Second Edition is designed for rapid consultation on over 250 orthopaedic problems encountered by orthopaedic surgery, primary care, or ER practitioners. The famous two-page format allows easy navigation through even complicated patient complaints. New topics covered in this thoroughly updated...
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25: Imaging: Lower Extremities, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, 1e (The Clinics: Orthopedics)Saunders, 2006

	Part II of the Imaging series in this Clinics in Sports Medicine issue reveals common imaging tools like MRI, CT arthrography and ultrasound imaging. Chapters begin with the painful hip and work down the kinetic chain: knee, ankle, foot and toes. You'll find tips on postoperative imaging, diagnosing stress fractures, and imaging muscle...
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Advanced Bioimaging Technologies in Assessment of the Quality of Bone and Scaffold Materials: Techniques and ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	This book provides a perspective on the current status of bioimaging technologies developed to assess the quality of musculoskeletal tissue with an emphasis on bone and cartilage. It offers evaluations of scaffold biomaterials developed for enhancing the repair of musculoskeletal tissues. These bioimaging techniques include micro-CT, nano-CT,...
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MRI and CT of the Female Pelvis (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2009

	This volume provides a comprehensive account of the use of MRI and CT cross-sectional imaging techniques to identify and characterize developmental anomalies and acquired diseases of the female genital tract. Benign and malignant diseases are considered, and attention is also paid to normal anatomical findings and variants. Emphasis is on the...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Segmentation (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007
The sequel to the popular lecture book entitled Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking, this book on Biomedical Image Analysis: Segmentation tackles the challenging task of segmenting biological and medical images. The problem of partitioning multidimensional biomedical data into meaningful regions is perhaps the main roadblock in the automation of...
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MR Imaging in White Matter Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2005

	In recent decades, the use of neuroimaging techniques has resulted in outstanding progress in the diagnosis and management of neurological diseases, and this is particularly true of those diseases that affect the white matter of the brain and spinal cord. This book, written by internationally acclaimed experts, comprises a series of...
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Classic Papers in Modern Diagnostic RadiologySpringer, 2004

	I am very pleased to have been asked to write the foreword to this book. The technical advances in diagnostic radiology in the last few decades have transformed clinical practice and have been nothing short of astonishing. The subject of diagnostic radiology is now very large and radiology depa- ments are involved in all areas of modern...
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Clinical Cardiac MRI: With Interactive CD-ROM (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2004

	MRI has become the preferred noninvasive imaging modality for the heart and great vessels. The substantial technological progress achieved in recent years has provided the user with state-of-the-art MRI systems, but their optimal use can be limited by restricted awareness of the potential patient benefit and the necessity for teaching. This...
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Spinal Imaging: Diagnostic Imaging of the Spine and Spinal Cord (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2007

	- Comprehensive, up-to-date textbook on the imaging of frequently encountered


	spinal disorders


	- Richly illustrated


	- All imaging modalities considered, e.g. plain film, multidetector CT and MRI


	- Designed to ensure ease of use, with a logical structure and extensive index
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